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                 Help!!! That tutor who did my paper did not know what she was doing and messed up my entire assignment!!! :(                Help!!! That tutor who did my paper did not know what she was doing and messed up my entire assignment!!! :(

                Memphis Application to the mentality ill individuals Case Study 2: Law Enforcement and Mental Health Intervention  Due Week 9 and worth 130 points   One of the evolving issues in law enforcement is how agencies should respond to individuals who are mentally ill. The Memphis Tennessee police department has developed a model of  reaction that is being utilized by numerous law enforcement agencies across the nation.  Read the article titled “Memphis Model”. You may also use the Internet or Strayer Library in addition to the Memphis Model article t o research other articles on the model developed by the  Memphis police department.   Please read:  https://blackboard.strayer. edu/bbcswebdav/institution/CRJ/400/1154/Week10/CRJ400_W10_As signment2_Minneapolis.pdf   Write a three (3) page paper in which you:  1. Summarize the model and its major tenants. Next, specify the model’s main effects in terms of the basic components of crime prevention.  2. Take a position on whether or not the Memphis Model is the appropriate law enforcement response to mentally ill individuals encountered by law enforcement officers responding to calls. Provide a rationale for your response.  3. Suggest at lea st two (2) changes for the Memphis Model if you were a law enforcement administrator  charged with its implementation in your jurisdiction. Provide a rationale for your response.  4. Use at least two (2) quality academic resources as references, such as journal articles, newspapers,  magazines, and publications from law enforcement associations. Note: Wikipedia, blogs, and similar  websites do not qualify as quality academic resources.   Your assignment must follow these formatting requirements:  • This course requires use of new Strayer Writing Standards (SWS) . The format is different from other  Strayer Universi ty courses. Please take a moment to review the SWS documentation for details.  • Be typed, double spaced, using Times New Roman font (size 12), with one -inch margins on all sides;  citations and references must follow SWS or school -specific format. Check with your professor for any  additional instructions.  • Include a cover page containing the title of the assignment, the student’s name, the professor’s name, the course title, and the date. The cover page and the reference page are not included in the required assignment page length.  The specific course learning outcomes associated with this assignment are:  • Characterize the basic components of crime prevention.  • Compare and contrast past and current prevention trends for debate. Memphis Application to the mentality ill individuals • Compare and contrast “what works” in crime prevention and the resources involved with productive  program development.  • Identify various investigative productivity issues.  • Evaluate the importance of program planning, implementation, and assessment.  • Use technology and information resou rces to research issues related to crime prevention strategies.  • Write clearly and concisely about topics related to crime preventions strategies using proper writing mechanics and technical style conventions.  • Design a model crime prevention program.   
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                Fast and convenient

                Simply post your question and get it answered by professional tutor within 30 minutes. It's as simple as that!
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                Any topic, any difficulty

                We've got thousands of tutors in different areas of study who are willing to help you with any kind of academic assignment, be it a math homework or an article. 
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                100% Satisfied Students

                Join 3,4 million+ members who are already getting homework help from StudyDaddy!
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